to-face communication.
In contrast, the literature on communication technologies largely ignores the role of the extant socio-cultural landscape. Instead, much of the literature focuses on technological features and usage (Ennos 1990; Rice and Case 1983; Sproull and Kiesler 1986) , its psychological and social-psychological consequences (Eisenstein 1979; Freeman 1984; Goody 1968; Kiesler, Siegel, and McGuire 1984; Rice 1984) , or historical accounts (Innis 1956; del Sola Poole 1977; Reynolds and Wilson 1978) . Admittedly, a common question asked is whether communication technologies will replace or enhance existing networks or social structures (Thorngen 1977) . Further, predictions and evidence regarding changes to social structure abound; such as, print made possible the professions by enabling regular and rapid contact (Bledstein, 1976) , and electronic communication increases connectedness and decreases isolation (Hiltz and Turoff 1978) . The question at issue here has not been asked:
"is there an interaction between structure and technology; i.e., does the type of socio-cultural landscape that facilitates rapid diffusion (and so homogeneity and consensus building) change as the type of communication technology available changes?" AUGMENTING THE THEORY: CONSTRUCTURALISM AND TECHNOLOGY According to constructuralism both the individual cognitive world and the socio-cultural world are continuously constructed and reconstructed as individuals concurrently go through a cycle of action, adaptation, and motivation. During this process not only does the sociocultural environment change, but social structure and culture co-evolve in synchrony. Carley, 1991a , defined the following primary assumptions in describing constructuralism: "(1) individuals are continuously engaged in acquiring and communicating information
(2) what individuals know influences their choices of interaction partners (3) an individual's behavior is a function of his or her current knowledge"
In addition to these primary assumptions there were a series of implicit assumptions that upon explication serve to clarify and expand the primary assumptions.
1 Following is an expanded list of assumptions, numbered to clarify their relation to the primary assumptions: individual's particular socio-cultural-historical background (3d) individuals can be divided into types or classes on the basis of extant knowledge differences As axiomatized, constructuralism has little to say about the role of communication technologies. Working within the constructural framework, however, we can begin to address the effect of technology. In order to do this the constructural theory needs to be augmented by (1) broadening the notion of individuals to the notion of agents, and (2) adding assumptions relating technology to agent capabilities.
As White (1992, p. 8) notes "Persons ... are neither the first nor the only form in which identities appear." That is, individuals are not the only type of agent. Agents is a generic term referring to both real actors (human or animal) and artificial actors (either active ones such as robots or organizations, or passive actors such as books). According to Carley and Newell (1992) agents can be characterized in terms of their information processing capabilities (that limit what the agent can do) and knowledge (that determines, within these limits, what the agent will do). As axiomatized, constructuralism focuses on how the information processing capabilities of a certain type of agent, individuals, result in social change. To extend constructuralism other classes of agents must be added and assumptions about individuals must be either generalized to general agent behavior or treated as a special case peculiar to a class of agents. Programatically, when we think in terms of agents assumptions the list of foregoing assumptions change. Assumptions 1a through 1c are seen as dependent on the information processing capabilities of the agent and so peculiar to only certain classes of agents. For example, some agents may not be capable of learning.
Assumptions 2a, 2b and 3a are common for all agents. And assumptions 3b, 3c and 3d should be altered as follows: encapsulates, in an essentially unchanging fashion, some of the author's knowledge at that point in time. The book, as agent, can engage in multiple simultaneous interactions (as multiple people read different copies), and has a unique set of interaction processing capabilities, to wit, it cannot select a partner but must be selected, and it can send information but neither receive information nor learn. The book qua agent is very static. It follows from assumptions 4 and 5 that given the peculiarities of a certain technology assumptions 1a through 1c may change. As to the 6th assumption, note that as technologies emerge new concepts, methods, and vocabulary (all components of knowledge) also emerge.
There is also a more subtle effect. The agents who use the new technology, such as the first "authors" after the advent of the printing press or the first users of electronic mail, engage in 
INCLUDING TECHNOLOGY IN CONSTRUCTURAL MODEL
This paper takes as its starting point the formulation of the basic constructural model presented, supported, and analyzed in detail by Carley (1990 Carley ( ,1991a . In this paper only a brief outline of the basic model will be presented along with a more detailed discussion of those portions of the model that are altered by the new assumptions.
According to the basic formulation there is a fundamental interaction-shared knowledge cycle in which the agents engage. During this process the agents continually cycle through the three phases of action, adaptation, and motivation. Orators. These agents are capable of one-to-one or one-to-many communication, can select interaction partners, and can learn. These agents can interact with one or more other agents during a particular Time Period and can during these interactions both send information to all the listeners but receive information from only one speaker.
Clearly, these agents do not span the space of all possible agents. These agents are stylized such that they separate two communication characteristics of interest -one-tomany interaction and learning. Books, unlike individuals (i.e., people or orators), cannot learn. People, unlike mass-communicators (i.e., books or orators), cannot engage in one-tomany interactions. Further, these agents are interesting from a socio-historical perspective as Communication Technologies --8 they have well defined analogs in the real world and/or are associated with major historical periods.
The class "people", for instance, corresponds to the basic human scenario sans technology. Each agent has a base of knowledge which can be communicated to others and which grows as information is acquired from others (i.e., they learn). Such communication occurs slowly, for example, during face-to-face interactions. A society of such agents corresponds, roughly, to a pre-print, pre-tele-communication world where individuals are prohibited from gathering en-mass to listen to a speaker. Another analog, is the small group engaged in a task requiring only individual exchanges and no group meetings.
In contrast, the class "books" corresponds to the agents made possible by the modern printing press circa 1450 (see Kaufer and Carley 1993) . Books are Giddens' (1987, p. 216) cultural object where the culture or information is separated from the source. Books as agents are unalterable in their knowledge but infinitely available. A society composed exclusively of such agents would correspond to a library, the works of knowledge growing covered with dust as they remain unused and unchanging over time. A society composed of people and books, which is what is examined in this paper, is more interesting in that, although the books cannot change, the people can as they read the published books.
Finally, the class "orators" corresponds to a basic mass-communication society. These agents each have a base of knowledge which they can communicate to others and which grows as they acquire information from others, and learn. Such communication can occur slowly or quickly depending on whether the agent is engaged in a two-way exchange of information to a single other or "teaching" to a crowd. A society of such agents corresponds, roughly, to a scholarly convention or a technologically enhanced community where through telecommunication each individual can communicate with a single other, gather en-mass and listen to a speaker, or be the speaker communicating to the gathered crowd. Another analog, is the small group engaged in a task which requires both one-to-one interactions and group meetings.
Despite these technologically induced differences, these three different classes of agents have similarities. Many of these similarities take the form of additional constraints on communication and learning. These constraints are in effect the simplifying assumptions made in the basic constructural model. All agents, when they communicate send a single piece of information and all information known by the agent is equally likely to be communicated.
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Person-person, person-book, and person-orator communications all take the same amount of time. None of the agents forget and learning (when it occurs) is perfect.
Let us now consider some of the theoretical implications. According to this theory, asymmetries in two agents probabilities to interact with each other can occur simply because
(1) agents evaluate their probability to interact with each other agent relative to their relationship to all other agents in the society and (2) two agents may have different relationships to others in the society (i.e., their ego networks differ). In other words, relative evaluation in addition to differential information processing capabilities, given different ego networks, produces asymmetric behavior. Imagine that information is distributed unequally across the society; i.e., there are agents who simply know more than others. Then, for a particular pair of agents, the agent who knows more is less likely to initiate interaction than is the agent who knows less (assuming both agents can initiate interaction). Therefore, over time, since individuals can learn and books cannot, individuals will become less likely to choose the book over another individual as an interaction partner. If an individual makes a discovery (new information) and does not put it in a book, since individuals can learn, over time the individual will become less likely to tell others of the discovery. In contrast, if the discovery appears in a book, since books do not learn, the book will remain constant in "its tendency" to communicate the discovery. The books' message does not become "diluted" over time as it cannot start to communicate other messages.
DESIGN OF STUDY
Using the constructural framework I examine the relative impact of communication technologies and the socio-cultural environment in effecting social change in the rate at which information diffuses and cultural homogeneity and consensus are achieved. In order to do so, two things need to be defined. First, the simulated societies and the classes of agents within them need to be described. Second, measures need to be defined for these rates.
Characterizing Societies
In order to simplify this analysis I will consider societies that can be characterized as single group societies; i.e., there are no barriers to communication in the form of different predefined within and between group ties. Individuals, however, will vary in the strength of their ties with other individuals based on differences in what they know. Within these societies factors which can effect change are the size of the population (number of people), the complexity of the culture (number of pieces of information), the initial level of education Table 1 ). Each society was examined under six communication scenarios. In the first scenario, oneto-one, all individuals in the society fall into the class "people." The innovator's message contains a single idea -the new idea. In the second scenario, 1 simple book, there are two types of agents -people and books. There is a single book, which contains only one piece of information, the innovator's new idea. All other agents in the society fall into the class people. The third scenario, 2 simple books, is like the 1 simple book scenario but with a second book that contains another innovator's new idea. In the fourth scenario, 1 complex book, there are two types of agents -people and books. There is a single book, which contains 5 pieces of information, the innovator's new idea and 4 other ideas known by the innovator and some other individuals in the society. All other agents in the society fall into the class people. The fifth scenario, 2 complex books, is like the 1 complex book scenario but with a second book that contains another innovator's new idea and 4 other ideas. In the sixth scenario, one-to-many, all agents fall into the class "orators." In this case, the innovator's message is quite complex and contains all the information known by the innovator including the new idea.
As previously noted, the agents in these scenarios separate two important aspects of how communication technologies affect agent capabilities -the ability to learn and the ability to communicate to multiple individuals at once. In addition, the specific communication scenarios described vary along two other dimensions -competition and complexity. That is, in the 2 simple book, 2 complex book, and one-to-many scenario the mass-media agents implicitly compete with each other for the scarce resource "other individuals' time." Any individual having access to a one-to-one communication technology competes with others for a specific person's time, but since only two individuals can interact with each other at a time there is no competition for groups as in the case of mass-media.
Further, in the (1 or 2) complex book and the one-to-many scenarios the message that is being simultaneously communicated is more complex. In these scenarios each of the "listeners" or "readers" may be learning something different from the "speaker" or "text." In the other scenarios each individual is learning exactly the same piece of information. 
Measures of Socio-Cultural Change
Many different societal-level behaviors can be measured. I focus on those previously identified as being potentially affected by communication technologies; i.e., cultural homogeneity, consensus, and diffusion. As previously noted, communication technologies are expected to effect the rate at which the society achieves these factors. That is, a common suggestion is that mass-communication technologies enable the agent to communicate one-tomany and therefore will speed things up. Mass-communication should decrease the time to cultural homogeneity, the time to consensus, and the time it takes a new idea to diffuse, relative to the time it would take if agents could only communicate one-to-one. In addition, one might expect that the more information that is available through mass-communication technologies (in other words, the higher the number of books, the more orators, and so on) the faster the society becomes culturally homogeneous and consensual. In other words, more information, more quickly communicated, will generate rapid cultural homogeneity and consensus. Or, one might expect that the more information that is available through masscommunication technologies the slower the society becomes culturally homogeneous and consensual. The argument is that increased information increases the competition among ideas for an individual's attention. This increased competition may mitigate any advantages gained by the increased speed of communication. Thus, one might also expect that as masscommunication becomes more prevalent particular ideas will diffuse slower due to the increased competition among ideas. One might also expect that the diffusion of a new idea is abetted by having agents who know only the new idea and cannot learn (i.e., simple books) as such agents cannot dilute the message. In contrast, one might expect that the diffusion of a new idea is abetted by having orators as they can learn the new idea and then rapidly disseminate it. Clearly, other expectations also exist. But notice that, when we consider only how communication technologies affect agent capabilities a series of, often contradictory, expectations seem to arise. We can examine these expectations, and locate a set of internally consistent expectations (in that they all follow logically from the same model) by utilizing the constructural model.
In order to precisely define measures of the rate of information diffusion, and the rate at which homogeneity and consensus are achieved, I use the following variables:
K -The number of pieces of information such that each piece is known by at least one agent in the society.
I -The number of individuals in the society.
F ik (t) -Whether individual i knows piece of information k at time t . F ik (t) equals 1 if i
knows piece of information k at time t , otherwise 0.
V k -The force of the piece of information k relative to the decision that is to be made.
V k equals 1 if the piece of information k suggests that the decision should be positive, -1 if the piece of information k suggests that the decision should be negative, and 0 if the piece of information k suggests that the decision should be neutral.
B ii (t) -Individual i 's actual decision (or belief) at time t. B ij (t) -Individual i 's view of individual j 's decision (or belief) at time t.
As an aside, it is important to note that the proposed measures can be calculated either for each group or for the entire society. For comparability across all societies examined, I calculate these measures using only the individuals (i.e., societal agents capable of learning).
Diffusion
Diffusion occurs when a new idea discovered by one individual becomes known by others in the society. There exists a single innovator, an individual who discovers a new idea, in each of the societies examined. Initially, this idea is known only by the innovator. If the innovator is in a society with books the innovator may "write" a book that contains the new idea (and perhaps other information). Each Time Period the level of diffusion is measured as the number of individuals sharing at least one of the ideas the innovator places within the message.
Cultural Homogeneity At each Time Period the level of cultural homogeneity is the average percentage of available information shared by any two individuals (see also Carley 1990 Carley , 1991 .
Mathematically, this can be stated as:
Consensus At each Time Period the level of consensus is simply the percentage of unique dyads
having consensus. Consensus is defined using a fixed valuation scheme as defined below.
The underlying conception is that the individuals need to make a decision. This decision takes the form of an "answer" (yes, no, or neutral) to some "question." Each of the available pieces of information can influence this decision. Each piece of information provides support for either the affirmative decision, the negative decision, or no support. This support is defined as the valuation for that piece of information. These values are randomly distributed across the pieces of information such that 1/2 the facts have a +1 value and half have a -1 14 value. All individuals with access to the same information are expected to make the same decision (hold the same belief), thus the valuation scheme is constant across all individuals in the society. The individual's decision is determined for each individual as the sign of the sum of the information known by the individual weighted by the value of each piece of information. Mathematically, this can be stated as:
Two individuals are said to concur at a particular time, just in case their decisions are the same. Consensus is thus measured as:
Over Time Performance
Let us first consider the behavior of each of these measures over time. In Figure 2 , the over time behavior of a representative society is shown. These patterns are typical of all societies examined. That is, eventually, for the societies examined, all individuals will end up knowing all information that any one knows (Carley 1990 (Carley , 1991a . Thus, eventually, cultural homogeneity, consensus, and diffusion will be 100 percent. Moreover, for all societies examined, regardless of the socio-cultural landscape or the communication technologies, the basic shape of the curves remains the same. What does vary across societies is the location of particular peaks and valleys and the time required to reach (or almost reach) the ultimate condition.
Given that the shape of the curve is the same, the operational question becomes at what time does the society reach (or almost reach) the ultimate condition.
following three over time measures will be used: (1) These near-end measures are used, rather than the time until the ultimate condition occurs, for two reasons. First, ultimate measures can be afflicted by recalcitrant learners; i.e., the lone individual who is missing one fact and must wait until someone happens to locate this fact. Second, given the 500 Time Period cap the near-end value is a more accurate behavioral predictor.
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES: DETERMINANTS OF CHANGE
The results demonstrate that mass-communication does speed things up. In addition, the type of communication technology has other more subtle effects. These subtle effects will be examined, by first considering each of the three factors (population, cultural complexity, and percent known) separately. The results are displayed in Figures 1 through 3 . In each of these figures, the time to cultural homogeneity, consensus, and diffusion are shown by plotting the average time for all societies with a given characteristic. For example, in Figure 1 , we see that the average time to diffusion for all societies with a population of size 6 is just over 100.
Recall, from the previous discussion that there are 54 (3x3x6) types of societies (each simulated 100 times) at each population level. The average is across all 5400 of these societies.
Essentially, the "pattern" that appears in these three figures is the same regardless of the communication scenario. That is, as the population increases the time to cultural homogeneity and consensus decreases, and the time to diffusion increases ( Figure 1 ). As the complexity of the culture increases the time to cultural homogeneity, consensus, and diffusion increases ( Tables 2,3 and 4 the regression coefficients are shown when the socio-cultural landscape variables are regressed on time to cultural homogeneity (Table 2 ), time to consensus (Table 3) , and time to diffusion (Table 4 ). In each table the first column all societies are examined. The following 6 columns correspond to the 6 different communication scenarios. In these tables the results are due to performing a regression analysis on the mean for each type of society.
5 Table 2 . Predictors of Time to Cultural Homogeneity. As can be seen in Tables 2,3 and 4, what variables are significant when all cross-terms are taken into effect remain essentially the same across all communication scenarios. As the complexity of the culture increases it takes the society longer to reach cultural homogeneity.
There is simply more for people to learn and so it takes longer before they all learn it.
However, increases in the number of possible ties and the amount of information initially known decreases the time it takes the society to reach cultural homogeneity. Essentially, the more possible ties, the more ways there are of potentially getting information and the higher the amount initially known the less there is for people to learn. The communication technologies slightly alter the strength of these relations, but leave them in tact. In addition, mass-communication technologies, particularly those which are more competitive and complex, strengthen the potency of actual ties, and in these cases the greater the probable number of ties each person has the longer it takes the society to become culturally homogeneous. N 16200 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 *p < .1, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 (two-tailed)
As the complexity of the culture increases it takes longer for the innovative idea to diffuse. This is the dominant factor affecting diffusion. Basically, the more there is to know, regardless of the number of people who actually know each piece of information, or how many people share how many pieces of information, the longer it takes the new idea to diffuse. The fundamental factor at work is that in a highly complex culture there are more pieces of information implicitly competing for the attention of the individuals. The higher the cultural complexity the less likely the new piece of information will be communicated and so these technologies are present greater knowledge breeds faster diffusion and greater social contact breeds slower diffusion.
As the complexity of the culture increases it takes longer for the society to reach consensus. However, increases in the number of possible ties and the amount of information initially known decreases the time it takes the society to reach consensus. Essentially, the more possible ties, the more ways there are of potentially getting information and the higher the amount initially known the more likely individuals are to note only learn faster, but learn the same things, and so concur. By and large, the communication technologies slightly alter the strength of these relations, but leave them in tact. However, when there is no masscommunication (one-to-one scenario) the more actual ties the longer it takes the society to reach consensus. Basically, under this scenario, people tend to group together with preferred interaction partner and so become more like the preferred partners and less like others. Masscommunication mitigates this effect and the impact of amount known is strengthened by having a communication scenario that admits complex messages. In pursuing this analysis many important aspects of communication technologies were considered such as the one-to-many communication, competitiveness, the complexity of the message, and the ability of the agent to learn and so adapt its message over time. available in a film, without tying it to the current culture actually makes it harder for individuals to learn the new idea. The "book" will simply grow dusty waiting for readers.
The readers, having nothing in common with the book have no motivation to interact with it other than chance and so the new idea will languish. Making the book more complex, putting multiple messages in it, some of which are known already by at least some of the individuals in the society actually makes it easier for the new idea to diffuse. This is true even though different individuals may emerge from interacting with the book with different ideas. The reason is simple. The more complex the message, the greater the likelihood that a majority of the individuals in the society will recognize something in the message and so be willing to interact with it further. This, will increase the likelihood of the new idea diffusing.
Moreover, such complexity facilitates the rapid emergence of cultural homogeneity and consensus. Mass-communication of a complex message simultaneously reinforces to multiple members of the society the information known already by only a few.
Ironically, competition for an audience speeds diffusion. The more books in print, the more films, the more radio shows the faster innovative ideas diffuse. Although it is not clear from the analyses run in this study such competition actually may be detrimental to the rapid emergence of cultural homogeneity and consensus as with each new competitor comes a new idea and so an increase in cultural complexity. However, holding cultural complexity constant, as is effectively done in the one-to-many scenario, competition aids the rapid emergence of cultural homogeneity and consensus. Competition has this social advantage because in a competitive situation there is greater uniformity of access to the masscommunication technology and so greater ability to rapidly disseminate that information known by only one individual.
This study suggests that those factors which are beneficial in effecting the rapid emergence of cultural homogeneity and consensus are not necessarily beneficial for diffusion.
Education and population benefit the development of cultural homogeneity and consensus but not diffusion. Communication technology, however, has a complex effect on diffusion.
The dominant effect of mass-communication technologies on cultural homogeneity and consensus is to facilitate their rapid emergence. However, with respect to diffusion, communication technologies actually alter the impact of various structural factors. In multigroup societies this effect may be even stronger. Future research should examine this possibility. In this study, however, we see that new ideas diffuse more slowly the more ties there are when the message is simple, and these same ideas diffuse more rapidly the more ties there are when the message is complex. This suggests that models of diffusion have to be concerned not only with the learning process, but also with the social structure, the culture, and the communication technology. The approach taken in this paper is a step in this direction.
The results presented in this study are entirely consistent with the seeming inconsistencies discussed in the introduction. Mass-communication technologies can, when they are used to deploy complex messages, lead to a situation where different readers and different members of an audience may emerge with different knowledge even when the learning procedure is not fraught with interpretation and errors. Despite this lack of initial agreement, mass-communication can effect, as one hopes will occur in an emergency, more rapid diffusion of information. Moreover, such technologies can encourage the emergence of a common homogeneous culture. But such an effect is an eventuality. In the short run, masscommunication technologies can actually degrade cultural homogeneity and consensus.
NOTES
1 This should not be interpreted as a complete list of assumptions necessary for building the formal model. In building the model many additional assumptions were made such as individuals do not forget, and the individual chooses randomly, with equal probability, from all information known to him or her when choosing a piece of information to communicate. Many of these modeling assumptions are not part of the theory per se' but are expedients in creating a simple model consistent with the theory that enables one to engage in theory building. In contrast, the expanded list of assumptions should be viewed as assumptions of the theory itself.
2 Kaufer and Carley (1993) discuss this in terms of the author's reach. They argue that communication technology, particularly print, by extending the author's information processing capabilities (which includes the ability to send, receive, analyze, and learn information) has extended the author's ability to reach an audience.
Thus, print makes it possible for the author, because the author need not be physically present, to communicate with multiple people at once, communicate with more people, communicate simultaneously across a greater geographic area, and communicate across a greater span of time than is possible verbally.
3 The term book is being used in a highly general fashion to encompass any written material that is printed and mass-circulated such as newspapers and articles. Though each type of media would have slightly different properties, such as expected half-life, each admits the one-to-many communication and, as an artificial agent, is incapable of learning. These latter two properties being central to the results discussed in this paper. 4 For additional details on the impact of print-based technologies on the early portions of these curves see Kaufer and Carley, 1993. 5 When a regression is performed on the means rather than on the underlying population there are four main effects: (1) the coefficients are correct, (2) the standardized coefficients are slightly high, (3) the significance of the coefficients is underestimated, and (4) the fit of the equation (R 2 ) is slightly overestimated. In a regression on the means the dependent variable is a set of means such that the independent values are identical for all of the values averaged to create a specific mean. In this study the means were computed over 100 values. The central limit theorem applies. The standard deviations of the means are small and each mean becomes a highly reliable point estimate of the location of the true underlying distribution.
